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Abstract: Record Series 561 contains the administrative files of registrars Stanley Chin and William Puckett, generated within the Office of the Registrar at the University of California, Los Angeles. The files of Chin and Puckett include some materials generated by registrars Pomeroy and Showman.

Conditions Governing Access
PARTIALLY PROCESSED COLLECTION: Inquiries regarding these materials should be directed, in writing, to the University Archivist, Library Special Collections, Charles E. Young Research Library, UCLA.

Conditions Governing Use and Reproduction
Copyright of portions of this collection has been assigned to The Regents of the University of California. The UCLA University Archives can grant permission to publish for materials to which it holds the copyright. All requests for permission to publish or quote must be submitted in writing to the UCLA University Archivist.

Preferred Citation
[Identification of item], Office of the Registrar. Administrative files of Stanley Chin, William Puckett (University Archives Record Series 561). UCLA Library Special Collections, University Archives.

Historical note
The following people have served as Registrar (or Recorder) at the University of California, Los Angeles:
- Harry M. Showman - 1930-1942
- William C. Pomeroy - 1942-1957
- Stanley Chin - 1972-1982

Scope and Content
Record Series 561 contains the administrative files of registrars Stanley Chin and William Puckett, generated within the Office of the Registrar at the University of California, Los Angeles. The files of Chin and Puckett include some materials generated by registrars Pomeroy and Showman. Files include correspondence, statistics, reports, memos, meeting minutes, proposals, and forms regarding enrollment, registration, and grade distribution of students at the University of California and the University of California, Los Angeles. Additionally, administrative files regard budgeting, policies, and operations of the Registrar.

This is an inactive record series; no additional University records are expected to be added.

UCLA Catalog Record ID
UCLA Catalog Record ID: 3466992
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